ENGINEER – PRODUCTION
A. Company Introduction:
B. Braun Vietnam, a subsidiary of B. Braun Melsungen AG Group - one of the world's
leading manufacturers of medical devices and pharmaceutical products and services now operates one of the largest medical complex in Vietnam and has become a
prestigious trademark in Vietnam healthcare market. With more than 1,400 employees
nationwide, we develop high quality “made in Vietnam” products, especially our infusion
solutions, dialysis solutions and plastic medical instruments have widely been used and
appreciated in international and domestic markets. Every service provided by B. Braun
Vietnam incorporates the entirety of our knowledge and skills, the company's deep
understanding of users' needs and extensive expertise. Our mission is to PROTECT
and IMPROVE the health of people around the world. Let’s become a part of the B.
Braun family and share your expertise.
www.bbraun.com.vn

B. Job function:


Follow-up Calibration, Qualification and Validation of equipment and processes
with relevant department (QM, QC) base on technical documentations



Control master Documents, distribute copy version to related section to
implement and instruct shift leader, supervisors to control documents. Withdraw
invalid document and destroy according to procedure. Make plan for annual
revising and control the progress of related person. Prepare and maintenance of
SOP for technical processes and assistance for other SOP of Pharma Production



Supervise the complying with GMP regulation of production staff, holding a GMP
training for staff if necessary. Prepare for GMP audits and internal checks based
on the last Audit Report and the true situation of Pharma Production



Keeps equipment operational by coordinating maintenance and repair services;
following manufacturer's instructions and established procedures; requesting
special service



Training: Follow up training and retraining program for all staffs, update new
SOPs, revised SOP and organize training for Pharma Staffs. Educate employees
on proper methods in which to operate machinery.



Responsible for following others consumption in production like paper record for
autoclave and conductivity machine; tape dispenser; safety equipment like
facemask and gloves



Together Pharma team monitoring quality product on daily production: product
quality, productivity, in-process quality, total quality and scraps





Determine which machines, tools, equipment, etc. will be used and where they
will be stationed in the facility
Responsible for Cost saving & OpEx activities at Pharma Plant. Increase speed
and efficiency of processes without compromising quality. Design and implement
cost-reductive changes
Maximize productivity of machinery and workers.



Coordinate safety activities in production area



Maintains professional and technical knowledge by attending educational
workshops.



The job function listed is not exhaustive and shall include any responsibilities as
assigned by the Superior from time to time.

C. Job requirements:








Graduated from Universities with technical background
Working experience or at least familiarization in manufacturing of parenteral
drugs and pharmaceutical operations or medical environment
Possess a wide breadth of knowledge in mathematics, physics, chemical and
mechanics.
Understanding of GMP and ISO standards
Enforced communication skills and ability to convince and motivate people to
cooperate in team work approach to archive the goal set
Resolving problems in an efficient manner
Collaborating in team activities

D. Strive for more…
Motivated and competent employees are our most important assets. We are
committed to invest in our people, through continuous career development, on-the-job
training and professional qualifications. The opportunities are endless at B. Braun, as
we are in a continuous growth phase. You can really drive your own career here and
are trusted to do a fantastic job.
Whatever role you are in, you are in some way, shape or form contributing to
protecting and improving the health of people around the world. Our team love that
they genuinely make a difference!”

E. How to apply

Please send your updated CV to: recruitment.vn@bbraun.com

F. For more information, please visit:
www.bbraun.com.vn
www.facebook.com/bbraunvn
www.linkedin.com/in/bbraunvncareer/
Or contact our Hotline: +84 24 3357 1616 (Ext. 1129)

“Candidates are always welcome at B.Braun Vietnam. We are an equal opportunity
employer and commit to ensure fairness and transparency during selection process as
well as in your development later on with us”.

